
Bi-polar Awareness Day question and answer session with John 

Morgan and Ross Kennedy from the Belfast Trust Recovery College 

The first question was asked by a person who cares for someone 

who has Bi-Polar disorder  

Q. Are there any early indicators for parents? As some symptoms could 

be mistaken for difficult teenage years, how do you differentiate and see 

early warning signs?  

A. Ross - Look for a change in behaviour. My parents brought me to 

hospital when I had my first manic episode. I was very shut off and shy 

and then suddenly I went to being around lots of people so it is a big 

change in behaviour and also making very strange decisions, over and 

above the decisions teenagers in general may make. It can also run in 

families - my dad has a mental illness. I wish I could give you a firmer 

answer but it is very dependent on the person.  

John – My mum said she knew something was wrong because I was not 

the person she knew anymore. The stigma is still there and looking back 

it is very hard to tell the signs sometimes. You would be looking for the 

big changes in personality or behaviour.  

The next comment came from a manager whose staff member has 

Bi-Polar disorder.  

Q. Self-disclosure. As a manager it is really important to me that if a 

member of my team discloses their disability, I need to be open and 

supportive. It’s important that everyone feels comfortable and safe 

disclosing their disability so that a discussion can take place about how 

their needs can best be met.  

A. Ross – an individual needs to be at the point of acceptance to be able 

to disclose their disability and it can be very difficult to get to that stage. 

If people are not in a position to talk about it no one can force them and 

sometimes it can make it worse. In terms of management, it is about 

having an open conversation about how can I help my staff member. 

Also it can depend on the culture within the workplace whether people 

feel comfortable talking and sometimes it also depends on age.  



John – there are certain protections you get when you disclose. I had a 

great manager previously and they were really understanding in terms of 

flexible hours etc. It is important to have these conversations. Some 

managers can be less open minded. I had a manager like that too, 

asking me questions like “is something wrong with you? Do I need to 

send you to occupational health?” 

The next question came from a Board Member.  

Q. What can we do to help encourage and motivate employers to offer 

jobs to people who have Bi-polar?  

A: Ross - It is a real culture thing, and about incentivising. I talk to a lot 

of employers and prove by lived example that people with mental ill-

health are motivated and good workers but in terms of the system we 

work in, people generally do not want to deal with mental ill-health.  

John – role modelling wellness, bipolar is not a diagnosis of despair. A 

lot of people with Mental Health conditions have jobs whether they 

disclose or not. Education and awareness for people like running this 

day and event is important. It is important that it is normalised to talk 

about Mental Health to break down the stigma. 

Board member added that those who have had staff with Bi-polar 

disability could be advocates. 

This comment was from a staff member who has Bi-polar disorder. 

Q. I found disclosing my bipolar to be extremely beneficial but I 

understand it is also very difficult because I have experienced a lot of 

stigma in work. Working with my current manager is the first time I felt 

comfortable and supported enough to share. Sharing my story seems to 

help a lot of other people as well who have various Mental Health 

problems. I can relate to many of the things you said today as I have 

been through a lot of depressive episodes. Not being able to get out of 

bed becomes a physical struggle and hard to explain unless you have 

been through it. Thank you for speaking about Bi-polar. 

A. Ross – people like us who are comfortable and open can pave the 

way for others and it create a new culture and changes perceptions of 



people who have Bi-polar.  It is an invisible illness and it is important to 

normalise it and bring it to the fore.  

Board Member: 

Q. GP’s not having had the appropriate Mental health training was 

mentioned in your presentation. A lot of General practitioners will not 

have been trained in the area but have you noticed any change in recent 

years? Do they know more now and is medication only offered by 

consultants or do GP’s feel comfortable doing this as well? 

A. Ross – GP’s will medicate, especially with anti-depressants. Any type 

of acute mental illness will result in a referral to a psychiatrist. I don’t 

know if there has been any movement to train the existing GP’s.  

The next question came in from a member of staff via e-mail.  

Q. Can personality disorders be mistaken for Bi-Polar?  

A. We have come across it both ways – bipolar being mistaken for 

personality disorders and personality disorders being mistaken for 

bipolar. Sometimes psychiatrists seem to prefer a diagnosis of bipolar as 

the treatment plan is clearer. It’s not unusual for a diagnosis to change 

over the years as there are no blood tests to confirm a diagnosis. 

Personality disorders are some of the least understood and least 

supported mental illnesses. 

Comment from the manager of a staff member who has Bi-polar.   

Terminology is important, and important to treat the person as a person 

and employee first.  

Ross – yes you are right language is important. A person who has a bi-

polar diagnosis is a person first and the disorder is only a small part of 

them.    

  


